FTIR spectro-imaging of collagens for characterization and grading of gliomas.
Collagens are a family of at least 30 protein types organized as networks. They constitute the main support material of cells under the form of extracellular matrix as well as for membranes in vessels, organs, and tissue compartments. Collagen network abnormalities are at the origin of many diseases, including myopathies and fibroses. The characterization of collagens remains an analytical challenge due to the insolubility of these molecules and the difficulty encountered in isolating given types without altering their structure or in maintaining network organization, which is critical to diagnosing related pathologies. We have proposed using a vibrational spectroscopy based imaging technique, namely Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) imaging, for a spatially-resolved analysis of secondary structure of different collagen types in complex samples, and more specifically for characterizing gliomas. With newly developed spectral data treatments and chemometrics using secondary structure parameters of collagen proteins, FTIR imaging is now able to distinguish between several types. On this basis, gliomas have been investigated as specific collagen-rich tissues developing in a non-collagenous environment, providing high specificity to this FTIR imaging utilization. Here, we review the recent advances in this imaging approach for understanding glioma development, with FTIR imaging now being proposed as a molecular histopathology tool for clinicians.